Super Laundry Sauce Heavy-Duty DIY Laundry Detergent

Laundry detergent is expensive, there are no two ways about it... They seem to justify the cost by promising that the detergents have the latest cutting edge brighteners, odor removers and stain removers, and we get blinded by the millions of dollars the companies spend on promotion and advertising. The other day my six year old daughter wanted us to purchase a laundry detergent in the supermarket, that she had noticed from a TV ad.. Shocking and a bit scary that she is already being affected by advertising.

I can't help but think that the markup on laundry detergents and most other cleaning products for that matter must be at least 500%. They are making a lot of money out of us at a time when most of us don't have a lot of money to spend. The answer as far as I am concerned is to make your own homemade laundry detergent. The DIY laundry detergent from 'Budget 100' below costs less than $2 and does 128 washes and it takes less than 10 minutes to make. Give it a try!
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